Hurricane coverage

Harvey: How to help
What was the most clicked and searched for story
following Harvey hitting Texas? This simple list of ways
people can help Harvey victims, and similar stories.
It's a reminder that while we were searching for great
narrative tales and surprising enterprise, it's our duty as
a place of community record to tell people the simple
things they want to know.
A corollary: The features section also produced two
"Harvey Resource Guides" for print that collected useful
information like how to apply for FEMA aid or how to
remove wet drywall from your home. Not only were
these guides something our readers wanted, but they
were very popular with advertisers, so popular that our
plan to do one became two when there was so much
advertising it pushed most of the editorial content out of
the first section. Again, it was simple info that's often
forgotten when chasing the story of the decade, but it
was very popular.

Houston Chronicle

This is an easy story to greenlight, an arts
writer asking to tour the flooded downtown
theater that serves as the flagship of a
city's theater district and write it in a way
that transports you to the scene. That's not
the lesson here, it's that stories like this
can go wild online because of social media
sharing. This story was one of the online
high points during the Harvey coverage
because seemingly every theater group in
America was sharing it on their social
media platforms. It's still tracking relatively
well, weeks after it was published.

Houston Chronicle

One platform that did well for us was our
Gray Matters online vertical. It's, basically,
a site that focuses on intelligent discussion
and dialogue about Houston. During
Harvey, it became a way to mainline the
stories and perspectives of people who
help explain why Harvey happened, how it
hit us so hard and the myriad ways it
affected people - often in their own words.
This story was one example that
resonated with readers. A woman
downloaded an app that allowed her to
become a dispatcher for the Cajun Navy.
It opened a window to the readers on
some of the tragedy of Harvey, but also
illustrated how technology has allowed
anyone, from anywhere to help save
people during tragedy.

Houston Chronicle

Here's the cover of our first Sunday features section,
Zest, post-Harvey. While much of the week prior was
triage reporting and production, this was our first fully
formed, contemplated section aimed at capturing the
spectrum of issues and emotions we were experiencing,
while maintaining the integrity of our paper's coverage
during the storm of the century. The centerpiece came
from our food critic, Alison Cook, writing about how this
was the first major disaster to Houston in the social
media age, and how that connectivity informed us and
saved lives. The page's other story is a
behind-the-scenes look at how the city's preeminent
museum planned to protect its timeless treasures, at the
expense of personal property and family safety.

Houston Chronicle

Our managing editor, Vernon
Loeb, used this vignette
approach to chronicle random
but connected stories from the
storm on the website. We
ported the idea to print,
focusing on some of the
"featurey" issues and narratives
that came out of Harvey.

Houston Chronicle

Of the many stories/discussion that
came up and out of that first week with
Harvey was how Houston's favorite
sons and daughters were handling
and/or contributing to the situation. One
of our writers, Andrew Dansby,
mentioned how Houston native Johnny
Nash's classic pop song "I Can See
Clearly Now" suddenly feels more
relevant than ever. I ran with the idea,
suggesting he build it into an essay.
The result was a little different element
to our Harvey coverage, tapping into
the cultural history of Houston to
explain the moment.

Houston Chronicle

This is my own psychological
emission, a reaction of how it felt to
be commodified by social media and
have our tragedy twisted into political
or social currency. Like the Nash
essay, it's as much about communion
as it is enlightenment.
— Robert Morast, Houston

Chronicle

You can't write about anything in
Houston without mentioning
barbecue. While this is a rather
simple piece, it's just an example
of how the effects of Harvey
stretched into every facet of our
lives. We wanted to try to tap
into as many as these tangents
as possible.

Houston Chronicle

We had written a few stories about the faith
community's reaction to Harvey, including Joel
Osteen's foibles. But this was a bit of
enterprise born of a simple suggestion that felt
almost profound. It's exploring how the faith
community jumped into community aid while
the government agencies were still trying to
figure out what to do. It's another extension of
the community togetherness narrative we
strived to mine, but with enough of a twist to
keep it fresh.

Houston Chronicle

And one from Irma:
During Hurricane Irma, we took to Facebook Live to provide
storm updates, useful information and answer user questions.
The great thing is, we got a sponsor for it! (ka-ching!) We
produced about 18 shows in 7 days, and the features staff ran
this production along with our video team. During the worst of
the storm, we produced shows every 3 hours after National
Weather Service updates. We used these updates to inform
readers about the weather, but also information about power
outages, pets, schools. We even had the sports editor on to talk
about sports that had been interrupted by the storm. During the
height of the storm, we had a special edition on our
SouthFlorida.com entertainment Facebook page to play
Pictionary as a stress-reliever (only the features department
would think of that idea, and it was a blast!)
Storm updates:
https://www.facebook.com/sunsentinel/videos/10154532548886
887/
Pictionary:
https://www.facebook.com/SouthFloridaDotCom/videos/118614
0918184709/
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